TEX-REIN CLEANING CLOTH

Robust, strong and versatile
cleaning cloth, even when wet.
Special fold allows individual cloths
to be removed
Extremely resistant to tearing, wet
and wear
Resistant to most solvents
Very absorbent and durable
Washable, wringable and reusable

Color

Format
in cm

turquoise 27 x 38

Grams per square Type
meter (g/m²)

Art. No.

P. Qty.

69

0899 810

1/4

Instructions:
As table-top box for removal from
above
Ideal for on the move or directly at the
workplace.
With wall bracket as wall-mounted
box for removing cloths from below
Store cloths so that they are protected against

1 box = 150 cloths

Color-fast so no bleeding

dust and splash-water.
Applications:
The crêped, reusable cleaning cloth is suitable
for multiple dry and wet wiping operations.
Its soft components make it ideal for cleaning
smooth and sensitive surfaces, e.g. final cleaning
before painting. Also very well suited for use in
print shops and the electronics sector.

POLISHING CLOTH TEX-POLISH

Super-soft all-round polishing
cloth.
Special fold allows individual cloths
to be removed
Extremely resistant to tearing, wet
and wear
Solvent-resistant, silicone-free and
safe for food
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Super-soft, very absorbent and
durable
Color

Format
in cm

Grams per square Type
meter (g/m²)

Art. No.

P. Qty.

white

40 x 38

40

0899 811

1/4

Instructions:
As table-top box for removal from
above
Ideal for on the move or directly at the
workplace.
With wall bracket as wall-mounted
box for removing cloths from below
Store cloths so that they are protected against

1 box = 150 cloths

Washable, wringable and reusable

dust and splash-water.
Applications:
The polishing cloth is made of special fleece
material with a fine perforated texture, which
makes it very good at binding dust and allows
it to be used for both wet or dry polishing. Very
well suited to polishing sensitive surfaces.

100 % viscose fibre so particularly
environmentally friendly
Spunlaced without using synthetic
fiber
Additional articles:
Wall bracket
Art. No. 0899 81

